Effect of superparamagnetic particles in agarose gels. A magnetic resonance imaging study.
The effect of different preparations of superparamagnetic particles, designed as potential MR contrast media for the gastrointestinal tract (oral magnetic particles, OMP, diameter of 3.5 microns, iron content 20% by weight) and for the reticuloendothelial system (intravenous magnetic particles, IMP, mean diameter of 0.3 micron, iron content 30% by weight), were evaluated in agarose gels in vitro, using a 0.5 T whole body MR system. The iron content ranged from 2.1 x 10(-4) to 2.1 x 10(-1) mg Fe/ml in both preparations. Both preparations reduced the signal intensities substantially over a range of concentrations in spin echo sequences. Generally, the signal intensity decreased monotonously with concentration, except for IMP at low concentrations, at which a minor signal intensity increase was observed on T1 and proton density weighted images. The reduction of the signal intensity was stronger in gradient echo and phase contrast sequences, as compared to corresponding spin echo sequences with similar timing. Both IMP and OMP had a pronounced T2 effect, the effect of IMP being stronger than that of OMP. IMP had a relatively smaller T1 effect, whereas T1 was almost unaffected by OMP. Susceptibility artifacts occurred at higher concentrations of both OMP and IMP, in all sequences used. Thus, OMP reduced the signal intensity, without causing significant artifacts, on both T1 and T2 weighted images over a relatively wide range of concentrations.